CHAP. XI.]      SAT-ASAT (BEmO AND NOT-BEING-).             189
In the Taittiriya Brahmana,1 it is said that "this Universe was not
originally any thing. There was neither heaven nor earth nor atmos-
phere. That being non-existent resolved, c Let me become/ 3?
There are similar passages to be found m the Taittiriya Upanishad2
and Clihandogya Upamshad.3
This empirical reality was sometimes called satyam (truth), in
which case, the Eternal and Absolute Eeality—whether known as
Apa, or Prdna, or VisJiva Karman, or Prajdpati or Hiranyagarbha,
or Atman or Brahma was called the truth of truths {Satyasya
Satyam^).
What is named asat in the above passages is not, strictly speaking,
a non-existent entity or an absolute void, but it is as if it were asat_
(asadiva).
Hot-Being is Being itself prior to its manifestation; when It is
differentiated by Name and Form (ndmarupa) it is called sat. Brahma
is thus asat in a secondary sense.5 It is the invisible cause or source
of the manifested Universe which technically is named This
(idam).
This [idam) is none other than sat itself differentiated byname and
Form.6 The whole of this Universe is, therefore, in reality Brahma
itself.7 (Sarvam khalu idam Brahma),
And there being an essential identity of Cause and Effects that is,
of Brahma and the Universe which proceeds from It, Thou art that
1 II, 2, 9 :—                           -* gee Brihad. Up. II, 1, 20.
^^ ST^^r ]%^ ^TT^ ^ STT^ ^     6 Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr. I,
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s III, 19, 1:—" In the beginning    Brahman is, in a secondary sense of
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